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Easy-to-carry, easy-to-use and fun! A simple, straightforward four-week course in Spanish! You'll be

fluent in no time! No bulky books! Carry everywhere, learn anywhere... in the car, on the bus, even

at the beach! In four 240 pp. wire-O bound books of eight sections apiece, you get a comprehensive

overview of Italian grammar, plus nearly 70 pages of vocabulary. The thirty-one colorful, illustrated

lessons, a comprehensive review, and detailed glossaries provide all the basic tools to learn

Spanish. Each page features Spanish on one side and English on the reverse, with an illustration

providing the visual clues and memory hooks to increase speed of comprehension, plus extra

grammar tips, helpful hints, and cultural insights to enrich your learning experience. An audio CD

provides native pronunciation of all material presented plus Mastery Exercises for comprehensive

review.
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I love the speak in a week series -- I've been so happy with their design/layout that I've purchased

French, Italian, and recently the Spanish series - overall the series is pretty straight-forward; the

cartoons are helpful, but if you need to just listen in the car or while traveling the audio makes

complete sense on its own. I think this is for the absolute beginner - even after studying spanish for

about a month, I find the beginning tapes are just a little slow for me - speaking wise...but if you are

learning this can be great as it gives you a second or two to try to remember the translations. Also

for someone looking to brush- up this is great, I've studied French as a youngster and used it to



brush up my Francais in my adult life - works great for this as well.The series looks exactly the same

in each language, and I like the first lessons they teach you, they actually seem to make sense that

they would be the first things you learn. For example: things that they go over-- salutations, hello,

how are you, i am fine, what is the phone number, where is the...? (ex where is the hotel, where is

the beach, etc) i need...(i need a glass of water, i need three tickets, etc) do you like...(do you like

the party, do you like the museum, etc) i like...i need... -- overall things that i think are actually

important to learn when learning a new language.

I have tried numerous language programs each with different approaches to learning. Each of these

have their pros and cons. Speak in a week, if you can dedicate time everyday, does just that. It got

me up and conversational quickly. I liked the format and the conversation focus. The first week was

easily completed in a week and provided some necessary basics. Each subsequent week was a

little more challenging and therefore a little difficult to complete in a week. If you have the necessary

time this would also be obtainable. The content of each week is useful and I always felt like I was

making good progress and learning useful aspects of the language for use in day to day

conversation.

The little books are great as working aids while you are exercising as each page gives a sentence in

English and the translation on the back. The print is large and book format small so I use them to

review sentences while I am walking. Useful summaries of grammar at the start of each section. I

use this as one resource to supplement my main Spanish classes.

I needed this for college level course work and  had a listing for it used at a greatly discounted price.

The set of four books came with the accompanying discs (only one had light scratches, the rest

were flawless). All four discs went to my phone as audio files so I can study where ever I go. It has

been very handy.

Great product to learn Spanish for beginners.

I still haven't learned Spanish yet. Yes, you'll learn a few phrases, but it takes a lot of work when

using this source. This requires using too many tools to learn the language.

There is always the possiblity of using doubt when a language-learning material states 'the easy



way', 'magical' or another fun phrase for adding attraction the the 'why' of purchasing a certain title.

Catch, surely, but are you going to apply yourself to really, really using it to completion?!"Speak in a

Week," individually or the complete set, it is intended to get you hooked on learning and speaking

Spanish by encouraging you to repeat phrases right from the beginning. It is easy to get started and

if you stop, it is easy to find a beginning place again, and with dedicated purpose, you will be

speaking Spanish!While the focus of this series is speaking Spanish, there are some grammar

explanations and presentations of the how and why of the structure, along with lists of

vocabulary.The books hold a small ringbinder with pages designed like index cards full of hints and

ideas for expanding the use and memorization of Spanish. It requires the user to dedicate time and

memorization techniques, but the practice is made easier by the style of the drawings and the ease

of using the cds.With a sense of humor the intended meanings of vocabulary, verbs and

expressions depicted by the characters and the things they do make it easier to comprend the

Spanish. The Mastery Exercises are not written in the book, so the students does need to

accomplish mastery of lessons one through eight for the final four or five to be useful.This presents

a good challenge with fun and enjoyment! You can learn a lot of Spanish with 'Speak in a Week"!

Ã‚Â¡Buena suerte!

I had 3 different sets of learning Spanish and this set by far is the best. It's simple and isn't

overwhelming to sit down and learn. Most of the words you learn are the ones that you'll likely use

the most. The only negative is that some words listed in the book don't have the pronounciation

listed next to them. After this set I'm going to get the other languages. I strongly would recommend

this!!
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